
###comment_start###
Interviewer, Thomas Deacon  

Communication and feedback in collaboration is key to f2f instrumental 
P1 comments on mood are interesting, how do we establish the right conditions for 
collaboration and moving quickly forward with computer tools
P2 comments (00:09:53) around the nature of over thinking in the daw

P3 (00:11:20) happy accidents and reformulating creative ideas in creative process.

P2 (00:15:16-1)  `play there own stuff’ point towards separate creative spaces inside 
a collaboration.
###comment_end###

Chat #00:01:28-7# 

interviewer:
just to give an idea of what this process  is #00:01:53-2# 

its structured brainstorming, ideation #00:01:55-8# 

generative prototyping in terms of paper, or in other versions you can act or 
something #00:02:04-9# 

you can get all freaky with that, i didn’t prepare that for this time but will for next 
time #00:02:10-7# 

em for the focus group we will talk about his one [ref slides]  #00:02:13-6# 

in the prototyping is very much working with the things in front of you, use these 
odd situations to bring something new out, basically #00:02:24-0# 

 and eh all big cliche words [ref slides] but try and go with what happens 
#00:02:36-3# 

so the focus group which is going to be very quick, i imagine is #00:02:39-1# 

in making music with technology together with people, any situation of yours 
#00:02:44-0# 

why do you collaborate #00:02:50-0# 

(incomprehensible)  #00:02:51-4# 

(incomprehensible)  #00:02:51-5# 

do you collaborate, is a good question #00:02:55-2# 

Participant 3: (cough) #00:02:55-9# 



collaborate occasionally #00:02:58-1# 
interviewer: yeah #00:03:00-1# 

Participant 3: not in real time #00:03:03-3# 

interviewer: not in real time #00:03:04-3# 

ok #00:03:05-7# 

Participant 3: firing sessions back and forward #00:03:07-1# 

interviewer: ok #00:03:08-1# 
and yourselves #00:03:09-3# 

p1:i do collaborate in real time #00:03:11-2# 

interviewer: yeah #00:03:11-8# 

Participant 1: i mean like #00:03:12-5# 

yeah, playing in a band  #00:03:14-6# 

or playing with several bands  #00:03:16-4# 

instrumental musicians you tend to collaborate #00:03:20-3# 

interviewer: cool  #00:03:20-7# 

Participant 1: to make music #00:03:21-9# 

interviewer: so its definitely band based and its always kind of together doing stuff 
#00:03:25-2# 

Participant 1: yeah, theres like, there needs to be a communication and feedback 
about what you do or what is the next step about what you want to do afterwards or  
#00:03:33-2# 

yeah #00:03:34-1# 

its kind of a communication,  #00:03:37-2# 

interviewer: and sort of creating the things together  #00:03:38-6# 

Participant 1: yah #00:03:39-0# 

interviewer: as you do it #00:03:40-4# 

Participant 1: yeh #00:03:39-3# 



interviewer: yeah yeah yeah, and yourself man  #00:03:43-0# 

Participant 2: yeah bit of both um #00:03:46-5# 

when you’re making music with traditional instruments you tend to collaborate more 
cause you are playing in a band or jamming together  #00:03:55-0# 

myself electronic music i tend to not collaborate as much,  #00:04:01-7# 

interviewer: do you feel you miss something when you do that?  #00:04:04-9# 

do you wish you could do more, or…  #00:04:07-6# 

is that thing, is the control the important thing  #00:04:12-1# 

Participant 2: control is quite nice thing, eh from the outside,  #00:04:17-9# 

um,  #00:04:19-5# 

though when you’re doing some of the stuff live then it would be nice to collaborate 
#00:04:23-9# 

interviewer: yeah #00:04:24-7# 

Participant 2: i haven’t done much of that actually but I’m pretty interested in  
#00:04:32-5# 

someone making sorta sounds and then being processed by the next guy 
#00:04:37-0# 

interviewer: mmm hmm, cross modulation sort of  #00:04:39-5# 

Participant 2: yeah that sort of stuff,  #00:04:42-2# 

interviewer: i’ve got a link to the guys, remember [addressing Participant 3] the guys 
who came from Trondheim, remember those guys? #00:04:45-7# 
there’re electroacoustic group in norway that  #00:04:49-9# 

Participant 1: Ahh yeah #00:04:50-6# 

interviewer: do cross modulation kinds of stuff and, but the thing is they’ve got a 
really extensive list of improvisation techniques, for doing electronic group 
improvisaiotn and cross modulations and controlling each others signals and stuff  
#00:05:02-3# 

Participant 3: yeah #00:05:02-3# 

interviewer: its really cool #00:05:03-4# 

Participant 3: i wonder if any of those lot have got any em been to birmingham 



cause i’m sure  #00:05:07-3# 

interviewer: ahh beast and all that yeah  #00:05:07-9# 

Participant 3: well, the bile specifically, the birmingham laptop ensemble they use 
supercollider fire stuff over the network to each other #00:05:13-4# 

interviewer: th th this is the thing they do a mixture, they do like effects pedal 
acoustic instruments, computers  #00:05:18-3# 

Participant 3: right  #00:05:18-9# 
interviewer: and its all, they always in like a, like a like a structured sessions they set 
like a purpose to the improvisation #00:05:26-1# 

Participant 3: right #00:05:26-7# 

Participant 1: ok #00:05:27-0# 

interviewer: its actually really cool to read about is cause they do a practise based 
research blog you can’t use it for your research here because its practise based 
because that like a i had a chat about this but its really just interesting stuff ill fish it 
out at the end if you want to have a look cause they kinda take it with approaches 
like how would we use convolution collaboratively like em like and how would we 
share our, how would we cross modulate using convolution or something and then 
how does that change the artistic expression is really cool  #00:05:59-5# 

(laughing)  #00:06:03-1# 

Participant 1: actually i think theres a guy who’s doing one kind of internship here 
with josh he’s working with something similar #00:06:11-2# 

interviewer: oh wow #00:06:11-8# 

Participant 1: so he’s doing that here with josh which is also a collaboration with 
with  #00:06:15-6# 

interviewer: that awesome  #00:06:16-0# 

that really cool, great i might have to do my homework  #00:06:24-7# 

(laughing)  #00:06:26-8# 

interviewer: is there any what is it, i just try to finish this off, so is there anything 
thats like do you find if you like were trying to collaborate real time with someone 
what the bottle necks  #00:06:41-7# 

whats stopping ya #00:06:42-7# 

Participant 3: what in either situations sort of like using real instruments vs  
#00:06:48-2# 



interviewer: mmm…lets just go with the technology and the digital like control, 
sorry, this will leave you out  #00:06:52-0# 

interviewer: maybe if you try to collaborate as an acoustic performer with someone  
#00:06:56-6# 

 Participant 1: well its its electroacoustic so i also use processing and digital stuff  
#00:07:02-6# 

interviewer: so, when does it piss you off?  #00:07:05-6# 

Participant 3: when other people get involved thats why  #00:07:08-6# 

(laughing)  #00:07:11-6# 

Participant 3: honestly though i think it appeals to the a lot more as when you just 
have to deal with just your own its a lot easy than having the whole kind of like i, 
band situation where everyone wants to pitch in more than they are actually doing, 
rather than seeing it as a piece of music or improvisation as whole, like what can i 
bring to this as a whole.  #00:07:32-1# 

(incomprehensible)
 #00:07:31-9# 

Participant 3: like I’m not being heard loud enough i want to be heard louder  
#00:07:34-1# 

interviewer: the whole personalities thing comes in to it  #00:07:36-3# 

Participant 3: yeah  #00:07:36-6# 

interviewer: like eh, strong personalities vs the weaker elements of the group and 
that  #00:07:42-2# 

Participant 3: yeah and em getting rid of that and actually using you computer like 
an instrument to do everything yourself em i mean certainly the collaborations i do, 
tend to be offline anyway, and eh i kind of like that swell cause like rather than it 
being a real time thing you do a thing and give it to somebody else knowing full well 
that eh they might completely rinse the crap out of it and something completely 
different back to you and then you back and forth  #00:08:12-1# 

the difficult bit become like, right whens this done?  #00:08:14-1# 

interviewer: yeah #00:08:15-8# 

Participant 3: or are we just iterating the same thing over and over #00:08:17-0# 

interviewer: thats cool  #00:08:17-6# 



Participant 1: and also imagine if its not a real time project if its not real time 
process you can spend more time tweajig and working on some particular aspect of 
it whereas if you’re kind of trying to improvise or compose with someone then 
technology or the gear can get in the way because you want to get that sound but 
the whole purpose is to create music and not to get that particular sound so if you 
spent much time on tweaking your own sound or tweaking your own  #00:08:49-3# 

interviewer: the tendency to fiddle  #00:08:51-5# 

Participant 1: yeah  #00:08:51-7# 

(laughing)  #00:08:55-2# 

Participant 1: that happens quite a lot, its annoying for the whole group, it can get 
annoying for the whole group  #00:09:01-8# 

its like the whole tuning situation like how many times do you need to tune your’re 
practise and does it kill the mood of the like the whole process #00:09:14-5# 

interviewer: yeah mm yeah its so different to my experience, its cool  #00:09:17-3# 

Participant 2: yeah i like em started getting abit more involved with modular synths 
and stuff, what i do like about that is em if you’ve got an idea you just plug it in an 
just twist the knob abit and see if it works  #00:09:36-2# 

interviewer: like naturally improvisatory if thats a word  #00:09:39-7# 

Participant 2: yeah there is a bit less of a barrier cause when I’ve got a synth on my 
laptop just moving the mouse towards the knob you’re thinking about whats it 
gonna do what how could i best achieve this em what you just got with modular 
with tonnes of cables and just plug stuff in, you’ve got a connection, what if i just 
plug it in here, it doesn’t work then alright ill just plug it in here and see if it works  
#00:10:09-0# 

Participant 3: its interesting that you say it comes from an initial idea that if i did this 
and this, and then get a result out, do you ever think what the result might be in 
advance or is it just an idea and then a result, and then go, ooh thats surprising, 
thats either cool or its not cool or do you ever go at it like, i want o achieve this 
sound  #00:10:29-8# 

cause for me a modular thing one of the reasons i deliberately get into it apart from 
the cost is that its very exploratory, rather than i definitely want to make sound so 
I’m going to do it this way more of like, what would happen if i do this,   
#00:10:45-4# 

so I’m wondering if you like you know, deliberately set out to do a thing or get that 
happy accidents from it instead? is that the thing for you  #00:10:54-2# 

Participant 2: it is maybe not specially known but you already know that you want to 
modulate something in in a certain way expecting a certain outcome, and either 



getting that or getting something else that might be a good thing (ehm) and then 
you can still mess around with that and try to achieve that with but its about happy 
accidents  #00:11:17-7# 

Participant 3: yeah  #00:11:18-6# 

Participant 2: a lot  #00:11:19-8# 

Participant 3: yeah i suspected as much, it tends to be the case doesn’t it. it like 
you come up with something with a particular idea and it never quite happens the 
way you expect it but you still get something cool out of it and thats part of the 
appeal of it (incomprehensible) roland juno or something you (incomprehensible) 
know what you’ll get  #00:11:38-1# 

Participant 2: yeah, i mean if you lack it up you have to take all the cables out  
#00:11:43-0# 

Participant 3: so you’re never going to be the same again  #00:11:44-7# 

Participant 2: never start with a  preset, and if you do it enough times you can sort 
of memorise your own presets, and sort of mix it up. #00:11:50-3# 

Participant 3: wow ok  #00:11:51-3# 

Participant 2: hem basically get a feel for how stuff works but you’re always gunna 
whilst setting up something similar you might do one thing different, another happy 
accident but  #00:12:07-4# 

Participant 3: interesting  #00:12:07-7# 

Participant 2: whereas for me i like softsythns because you can tweak until you have 
your perfect sound but its, you don’t have to be, but usually what i tend to do is just 
pick a preset that i like and just go from there  #00:12:25-7# 

Participant 3: mmm modify it  #00:12:26-5# 

Participant 2: and then you are already starting from that sound so the range of 
possibilities gets a lot smaller  #00:12:36-1# 

interviewer: do you find with your acoustic instruments you get that level happy 
accident happening as well, like, do you find yourself feeling that surprise in what 
can come out as you play just out of interest  #00:12:48-6# 

Participant 2: sort of when i play guitar and you can vs say an electronic controller if 
you’ve got a launch pad if you flick it very quickly with your thumb its not going to 
be any different than a tap with your finger or if you stroke it or whatever  
#00:13:16-5# 

Participant 3: theres not expression at all  #00:13:18-4# 



Participant 2: eh ee it doesn’t care where if you could hit any part of the body of the 
acoustic guitar and a totally different sound from it use that if you want you could 
flick your somewhere on the neck and get a tonne of harmonics and  #00:13:31-0# 

interviewer: getting some really cool ideas generating out this just in my own head 
as you speak  #00:13:36-1# 

Participant 2: yeah i’ve been thinking about this for my post grad  #00:13:40-4# 

interviewer: everything should be touchable everything should be freaky.  (laughing) 
#00:13:40-9# 

Participant 1: its all about the  #00:13:42-8# 

interviewer: if its your work ill leave it but cool need to know but its cool  
#00:13:46-6# 

Participant 1: i think i think it all about the possibilities and the allowances like eh in 
a modular synth as well as in an acoustic instrument it has many many possibilities 
but then you can that are just there and you can see them, once you master the 
instrument or you master the modular you know the possibilities  but then tweaking 
with them you can get something else you can always try to explore the instrument 
in a different way than which you are used to and its the same with modular like 
you’re, you know, i have these oscillators out these filters, i know that i could hook 
this oscillator to the frequency of the filter and it will modulate this this way then one 
day you just change the cable  #00:14:27-0# 

interviewer: perhaps with another person  #00:14:29-5# 

Participant 1: uh, i don’t get that #00:14:32-3# 

Participant 2: i’ve had that and its extremely annoying for me (laughing) coz you 
both have, cause then like you said you have a result in mind, you’re not going to 
get there  #00:14:41-7# 

Participant 3: `what are you doing!’ (laughing)  #00:14:43-3# 

Participant 2: i have done recently with someone else getting involved was puts, 
percussion instruments and then i would just put that through the modular and 
modulate, it that comes back to the what you were saying hem and that works very 
well all though i mean i was last in the chain so i had full control something, so the 
other person might have, i asked after and they did;t have that issue but you might 
feel abit out of control if you were first in the chain cause you’re just generating 
samples  #00:15:16-1# 

and the other person can fade you out completely and just play their own stuff  
#00:15:23-4# 

interviewer: and if you had your headphones on and not listening to the thing to just 
to zone in and you end up doing stuff and nothings out there eh  #00:15:30-0# 



that would be quite weird (laughing)  #00:15:32-7# 

that cool so its like you were the sound modifier in particular instance  #00:15:35-8# 

Participant 2: yeah  #00:15:36-3# 

interviewer: yeah cool.  #00:15:37-8# 

Participant 1: so this is a linear process then its a there a hierarchy there like 
someone that is in control of the whole process in the end is that the, so its not, i 
mean, when i say its linear is that it is, it doesn’t feed back inside the process  
#00:15:55-6# 

Participant 2: nah not this time  #00:15:57-4# 

Participant 1: so its one generating and the other one processing and there other 
communication other than give me this and you do something like that  
#00:16:06-3# 

Participant 2: could possibly be  #00:16:08-0# 

Participant 1: because then its similar to whatever you were saying of i generate 
something, its not real, i mean is it real-time then because generally something i 
give it to other person then this person process it then we move to the next one  or 
it comes back to me  #00:16:23-9# 

Participant 2: yeah but then i mean might be better if you had two different ones you 
need something electronic where you would have two modular synths going back 
and forth while feeding into the other choosing to feedback, back and back again, 
or if you are dong percussion as input its abit harder to feedback into that  though 
you could vibrate percussion instruments with a speaker cone under them or 
whatever use that as a feedback em  #00:16:53-5# 

interviewer: yeah cause yeah or physically change the shape of the membrane, eh 
the resonator you could actually, if it was  physical device someone could be hitting 
something that feeds into a resonator ands then you could change the physical size 
of the output almost a augment what it means to control that process which has a 
digital process adjoined cause then its like eh you can actually map each others 
sort of actions to each other couldn’t you? like you doing this and like ooh oh yeah 
(laughing)  #00:17:24-0# 
Non-related chat and discussion  #00:17:31-1# 

interviewer: if there is anything that when you are making stuff, it surprised you and 
it excited you tell each other (laughing)  #00:17:43-2# 

Participant 1: no i mean, i was asking that question because the whole point of 
making music with other people is not to get people in the chain with you but also 
to interact and create new stuff so, whats the difference between someone 
generating the samples or just getting the samples from your, is that not for you 



instead at all difference? thats not a difference you discarding the control you have 
of the system thats all that was the thought  #00:18:13-1# 

Participant 2: not exactly #00:18:15-1# 

cause they can if they hear the eventual output its its like em  #00:18:26-2# 

the best way you can explain it, i made a piece once where i made some recordings 
with some contact mic’s and i modified that it became all stretched out em all the 
frequencies, em  #00:18:41-5# 

and then i did some recordings again  #00:18:44-7# 

mhm a second time, then i knew exactly, well exactly, i could sort of guess how it 
would end up sounding after modificatiying so you have the same process live with, 
where someone is giving you even if its percussion input, giving you percussion 
input going into modular em you modify it in a sort of way that you got you’re setup, 
and then that person hears eventually what the result is so gets an idea of whats 
being done to their sound and then can play with that modulation  #00:19:16-8# 

Participant 1: ok  #00:19:17-5# 

Participant 2: so then, so they hav hav sort of have an an a effect on the eventual 
sound and can modify that by sort of getting a feel for how #00:19:28-2# 

Participant 1: so by guessing whats going to happen, you get an output of what you 
did, i mean you’re not in control of one part when you get the output of the whole 
process and then you think `ok i did this if i do this other thing then it will probably 
be this  #00:19:41-8# 

Participant 2: yeah so they still have an effect on the actual final output and so they 
can also play to that live instead of where you have samples its always a finite range 
of possibilities and  #00:19:56-2# 

Participant 1: ok  #00:19:56-7# 

interviewer: so thats what we need, we need a stellarc style extra arm, you know the 
guy who did the dual writer thing so had a, he literally put a cyborg arm attached so 
that when he wrote it would mimic his muscle pattern so, he had an arm attached to 
an arm so like octopus arms, so thats what you need  #00:20:20-1# 

Participant 4: i think there was a guy who did that for drums asweel he was like 
(laughing) he had one hand just (laughing) just keeping the beat up he wasn’t 
actually playing with the other so  #00:20:27-8# 

interviewer: but its attached to the body  #00:20:29-1# 

Participant 4: literally its strapped round his torso,  #00:20:31-9# 

interviewer: its kinda awesome (laughing)  #00:20:35-2# 



Non-related chat and discussion  #00:20:51-7# 

this bit is about how you feel the  you do collaborative stuff I’m guna move on, but 
think about all those times you have worked other peoples let it pour in  
#00:21:06-5# 

Non-related chat and discussion  #00:21:15-8# 

 


